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WHAT IS A FRINGE
FINANCIAL SERVICE?
CHECK
CASHING

PREPAID
CARDS

Check cashing services allow

Prepaid cards allow individuals to

customers to bring checks in to

make payments using a card rather

receive cash in return. For each

than cash. These cards can be

check cashed, these companies

MAINTENANCE

purchased at convenience stores,

FEES

places. There are fees to use these

charge a fee. Often, there are
additional annual fees or other fees
to participate. Those without banking
knowledge, living in banking deserts,

grocery stores, or check cashing

cards, including cash reload fees,
transaction fees, monthly fees,

or who have had poor experiences

inactivity fees, and more. Those
Maintenance fees apply to all

with banking previously often choose

without access to banking or credit
financial services, fringe or

this option.

often choose this option.
mainstream. Maintenance fees can

MONEY
ORDERS

hurt job seekers as they are often not
equipped with the knowledge of how
to shop for financial products or what
the terms of their agreement are to
avoid these fees each billing period.

ATM
FEES

Money orders are payment orders of

ATM fees apply to all financial

previously specified amounts, often

services, fringe or mainstream. ATM

turning cash into a more secure

fees often can be avoided through

payment type. Those without banking

using a bank or credit union, but

access use these to pay bills each

almost always apply to all prepaid

month and for other expenses thatdo

cards.

not accept cash.
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WHY DOES
FINANCIAL
COACHING
MATTER?
Grant Associates provides financial coaching to
customers in the New York and Washington, DC
locations through our Temporary Assistance for Needy
Families (TANF) workforce development centers. We
have found that many customers use fringe services and
lose out on money offered through cash assistance that
would help cover their basic needs so they can focus on
becoming job-ready.

The first few steps in workforce development are
similar across the board: find an individual who
requires assistance in becoming job-ready,
provide training, modify their resume, connect
them with businesses looking to hire, send them
on interviews, and help them stay employed once
they find an opportunity.

Each individual looking for assistance in finding a
job is also looking for a way to keep food on the
table, the lights on for themselves and their
families, and to be able to afford all their needs in
addition to a few wants.

Fringe services cause financial harm to those
receiving public cash assistance because they
But, many times customers are also struggling
siphon off money that could be put to better uses.
with other barriers, including housing, childcare, To combat this, Grant Associates has taken a twotransportation, and other challenges.
pronged approach:
1. Track spending on fringe financial services
At the heart of conversations around training and 2. Provide training on alternatives like banks or
employment is ensuring job seekers are
credit unions
supporting their personal goals. Often those
receiving public cash assistance and are using
So far, this approach has yielded an increase in
fringe services to access the money offered
customers' financial confidence and has led many
through government programs.
to open non-fringe service accounts.
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BANK USE
AMONG JOB
SEEKERS
Upon their initial meeting with a career advisor or retention
specialist, many job seekers are also provided financial
coaching based on their current situation, future goals, and
future income planning. These meetings include conversations
regarding financial service usage, both mainstream and fringe.

During their initial meeting, the
job seekers we work with have
the following bank status:

560 out of 888 job seekers who shared their costs for financial
transactions with the Grant Associates team are not banked.
That is 63.1% of the total number of customers participating.
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SPENDING ON
FRINGE FINANCIAL
SERVICES
In order to access cash assistance or make purchases, job
seekers who do not use mainstream financial services are
forced to use fringe financial services (defined on page 3).

In one month, these job seekers
spent, on average:

$230.38

$74.13

on check cashing fees

on prepaid cards

$12.32

$15.88
on money orders

on maintenance fees

$10.30
on ATM fees
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COMMON
CONCERNS
AGAINST BANKING
Many job seekers utilize fringe financial services due to
concerns they have about mainstream financial services.
These concerns are often:
Fear of benefits being taken away
Unfamiliarity or poor previous experience with banking or
credit unions
Having a ChexSystems report
Concern regarding child support arrears or other legally
required payments

Most of these concerns require financial
literacy training and financial coaching
as they should not stand in the way of
using a mainstream financial service.

Here are some of the banking facts we share with job seekers to
address these concerns:
Anyone receiving public cash assistance can keep up to $2,000 in a bank account without
their benefits being reassessed.
Financial coaches and trainers can provide greater understanding and familiarity with
banks and credit unions. At Grant Associates, we offer workshops directly from banks and
credit unions to build or rebuild,that trust.
Much like a credit report, a ChexSystems report provides information to a bank or credit
union about an individual's banking history to show whether they are trustworthy. Even if a
job seeker has a negative ChexSystems report, many traditional and online banks and
credit unions offer "second chance bank accounts" which do NOT use ChexSystems before
opening an account.
Though child support arrears or other legal action may keep a job seeker from opening a
bank account immediately, legal partner referrals are available to address this stressor.
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HOW CAN WE
KEEP THIS MONEY
IN JOB SEEKERS'
POCKETS?
Fringe financial services target the same communities that
workforce development does. To support job seekers and ensure
their focus during the job readiness process, we have a twopronged approach:

Track job seeker spending on fringe financial services
Many individuals keep a general idea of their spending each
period in their head. However, this mental accounting often does
not take into account the additional fee.

Financial coaches help job seekers see the big picture and
identify where their money goes each month. They track total
fringe financial service costs and explain the savings and
additional support mainstream financial services can offer.
Moreover, they can provide support and worksheets to help job
seekers shop around for appropriate financial products at the
best price.

Provide training on financial service alternatives
Some job seekers are not yet ready for a one-on-one
conversation with a financial coach. For these individuals, our
training departments offer workshops explaining why banking
matters to everyone, addresses common concerns many job

Providing
financial
education
and
tangible
financial
product
shopping
guidelines
helps keep
money that
would have
gone to
fees in job
seekers'
pockets.

seekers have, and provides information on how to shop for
appropriate financial products.

These workshops are modified to address specific resources
available in each location.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION:
AMANDA WOLOSZ, CPFC
FINANCIAL EMPOWERMENT PROGRAM MANAGER
GRANT ASSOCIATES
39 BROADWAY, 31ST FL
NEW YORK, NY 10006
T: 917.512.6763
M: 332.217.0288
E: AWOLOSZ@GRANTASSOCIATESINC.COM
W: WWW.GRANTASSOCIATESINC.COM
ON TWITTER @GRANTASSOCIATES
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